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Background
The architecture of multi-instance steps has changed in HP OO 10.x.

The changes include:

l Steps that run within multi-instance step branches (internal steps) have access only to branch
context and not to the overall step and global contexts of the flow. This affects, among other
things, the work of List Appender operations used to aggregate branch results.

l Usages that were considered bad practice in HP OO 9.0x are not supported in HP OO 10.x, as
follows:

n Direct transitions from the internal steps of amulti-instance step to return steps are not
supported. Only theGroup-done transition of themulti-instance steps can be used for this
purpose.

n Parallel steps cannot be used as internal steps in amulti-instance step.

n Other multi-instance steps cannot be used as internal steps in amulti-instance step.

Accessing Step and Global Context from a Multi-
Instance Branch

In HP OO 10.x, there is a separation between the flow context and the branch contexts of multi-
instance and parallel steps. When variables are put into the context from internal steps of amulti-
instance step, these variables do not reach the flow context unless a special step scriptlet is added
to themulti-instance step, whichmerges these variables from branch to flow context.
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How Steps with List Appender Operations are
Converted

Using List Appender to Aggregate Branch Results
It is common practice in HP OO 9.0x to use the List Appender content operation to aggregate the
results of all branches of amulti-instance step, in order to handle them later on in the flow.

Since List Appenderworks by appending values to a variable located in the flow context, in HP
OO 10.x by default this variable will not exist in the flow context after theGroup-done transition of
amulti-instance step. However, the step scriptlet of themulti-instance step can be used tomerge
the contents of each branch context into the flow (step or global) context.

For example:

var appenderKeyName = scriptletBranchContext.get("appenderKeyName");
var appendedValue = scriptletBranchContext.get("appendedValue");
var delimiter = scriptletBranchContext.get("delimiter");
var currentVal = scriptletContext.get(appenderKeyName);
if(currentVal == null) {
scriptletContext.put(appenderKeyName, appendedValue);
} else {
scriptletContext.put(appenderKeyName, currentVal + delimiter +
appendedValue);
}

Note: This scriptlet runs once at the end of each branch. The "appenderKeyName",
"appendedValue" and "delimiter" variables should be created by the step scriptlet of the
corresponding List Appender step from its respective inputs.

Important: In HP OO 10.21 and later, the Content Upgrade Utility creates similar scriptlets
automatically. Therefore a 9.0x flow using List Appender to aggregate the results of multi-
instance branches will work well after conversion to 10.x format, without a need for further
editing, provided that only one List Appender instance runs per branch. (See Special Cases).
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Examples

9.0x flow before conversion:

10.x flow after conversion:

Scriptlet added to theAdd Server to OK_List step:

Note: A similar script is added to theAdd Server to ErrorList step. Since only one of these
steps is executed for each branch of themulti-instance step, the corresponding variables put
on the scriptletContext will not collide. Each List Appender step can have its own keyName,
delimiter and appended value.

Scriptlet added to themulti-instance step:
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l The fragment highlighted in red is generic for all multi-instance steps. It merges all variables
from the branch context to the global context.

l The fragment highlighted in blue is specific for multi-instance steps using List Appenders.
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How Bad Practice Usages are Converted

Bad Practice Usages Automatically Converted to
Best Practice by CUU

HP OO 10.x does not support direct transitions from internal steps in amulti-instance step to return
steps (Resolved, Error, Diagnosed andNo Action Taken). However, starting from HP OO
10.21, the Content Upgrade Utility can convert multi-instance steps with direct transitions toError
steps into a format compatible with HP OO 10.x.

To accomplish this, the CUU creates a new internal Error Marker step for eachmulti-instance step
with such a direct transition. This step is based on theDo Nothing operation and has a scriptlet
that puts a variable on the branch context, marking that an error transition should be forced after the
Group-Done transition. Additionally, a new Error Handler step is added after theGroup-done
transition, which checks this variable, and if it exists, chooses a transition to anError step.

Examples:

9.0x flow before conversion:

10.x flow after conversion:
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Bad Practice Usages That Require Manual Editing
After Conversion

Direct transitions from internal steps of a multi-instance step to return steps (other than
Error)

Such flows cannot be converted automatically to 10.x. The corresponding transition will be
removed by the CUU and the resulting flow will be placed under the Invalid Content sub-folder in
the CUU output folder.

Solution: Consider adding a new transition to theGroup-done step of themulti-instance step,
instead of the removed one.

Parallel steps used as internal steps of a multi-instance step

HP OO 10.x, does not support multi-instance steps using a parallel step as an internal step. Such
9.0x flows cannot be converted automatically to 10.x. The corresponding transition will be removed
by the CUU and the resulting flow will be placed under the Invalid Content sub-folder in the CUU
output folder.

Solution: Tomake the flow valid in HP OO 10.x, you have options:

l Wrap each internal parallel step in a sub-flow

l Refactor the flow, so that the parallel step is executed after theGroup-done transition of the
multi-instance step

Other multi-instance steps used as internal steps of a multi-instance step

HP OO 10.x does not support multi-instance steps having another multi-instance step as an internal
step. The corresponding transition will be removed by the CUU and the resulting flow will be placed
under the Invalid Content sub-folder in the CUU output folder.

Solution: Tomake the flow valid in HP OO 10.x, you have two options:
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l Wrap each internal multi-instance step in a sub-flow

l Refactor the flow, so that the secondmulti-instance step is executed after theGroup-done
transition of the first one
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Special Cases
Direct transitions to distinct Error steps from a single multi-instance step

Direct transitions to a singleError step from within amulti-instance branch can now be converted
automatically to 10.x format by the CUU. However, in the case of direct transitions tomultiple
distinct Error steps from a single multi-instance branch, the flow will still be placed under the
Invalid Content sub-folder andmight require manual editing. The reason is that someError steps
may become orphan (without any incoming transitions) after the conversion.

Multiple List Appender steps used in the same branch of a multi-instance step

After conversion, such flows may behave differently from the way they behaved in 9.0x. The reason
is that the scripts added by the CUU take into account the common case when a single instance of
a List Appender is used in every branch (in the example above, eitherError Appender or
Success Appender, but not both).
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